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Fully deserving of its popularity, the BMW 3 Series sets the standard for overall driving
enjoyment, luxury and refinement in an entry-level luxury car. Only its high price will give you
pause. If you're thinking about buying an entry-level luxury car this year, your attention will
undoubtedly turn to the BMW 3 Series, which we consider the top candidate in this class by a
significant margin. Whether your priority is an engaging driving experience, an elegant cabin
environment or simply curbside prestige, this car delivers in spades. The sedan and wagon
were completely redesigned for , and this year the coupe and convertible get the same
ground-up makeover. The coupe is longer and lower than the previous-generation two-door,
and with its tidier tail design, it's arguably more attractive than the sedan. Much the same can
be said of the late-arriving convertible, as its retractable hardtop gives it much the same look as
the coupe with the top raised. With the top down, the 3 Series convertible offers clean,
uninterrupted lines. The hardtop itself is comprised of three folding steel panels which,
mechanisms and all, pad on an additional pounds over the 3 Series coupe. In order to maintain
optimal front-to-rear weight distribution in the pudgier convertible, plastic quarter panels are
used up front. According to BMW, these new panels are not only 50 percent lighter than
equivalent steel versions, they're also dent-resistant. The other major development for is the
arrival of a twin-turbocharged six-cylinder engine -- it's the first turbocharged gasoline BMW
engine in decades. Standard on the top-line i convertible, coupe and sedan which supersede
last year's models , this force-fed 3. It also uses the latest direct-fuel-injection technology,
which improves efficiency and performance by contributing to a cooler intake charge, thus
allowing a high Turbo lag is essentially nonexistent, giving the new engine the feel of a much
larger normally aspirated engine. Meanwhile, last year's models give way to the i and xi, which
still have a 3. All-wheel drive is a new option on the coupe, and unlike last year, buyers have the
option of getting a rear-drive wagon. With its extensive array of body styles and drivetrain
configurations, the BMW 3 Series will accommodate just about anybody's tastes. Want a sport
sedan or sport coupe? Go with the twin-turbo engine, a manual gearbox and the optional sport
suspension. Or, you can play up the luxury angle by adding the Premium Package and an
automatic transmission. Choose all-wheel drive and the compact Bimmer becomes a capable
snowbelt car. These cars are all worth considering if you're mainly looking for a luxury
experience, but for those who put driving dynamics above all other concerns, none will satisfy
like the BMW 3 Series. A compact entry-level luxury car, the BMW 3 Series is available in
convertible, coupe, sedan and wagon body styles. All body styles come in a rear-wheel-drive i
trim level, while the coupe, sedan and wagon also come in all-wheel-drive xi trim. In addition,
the convertible, coupe and sedan are available as the rear-drive i, and the sedan alone is
available as the all-wheel-drive xi. Standard equipment on the models includes inch alloy
wheels, automatic headlights, heated mirrors, a moonroof, leatherette upholstery, real walnut
wood trim, automatic climate control, a speaker CD stereo with an input jack for MP3 players,
and rain-sensing wipers. Coupe and convertible versions of the come with slightly more
equipment, including inch wheels and xenon headlamps; the coupe also has a sport-tuned
suspension while the convertible has a power-retractable hardtop. In addition to their more
powerful engine, the models have power front seats and a premium Harman Kardon Logic 7
sound system. Most 3 Series cars you encounter on dealer lots will be equipped with the
Premium Package, and many will have both the Premium and Sport Packages. The Premium
Package provides leather upholstery, a full set of auto-dimming mirrors, Bluetooth connectivity,
BMW Assist telematics, and on models, power seats. The Sport Package specifies a firmer
suspension on convertibles, sedans and wagons, along with larger wheels, performance tires,
sport seats and a higher top-speed limiter. Stand-alone extras include an iDrive-based
navigation system with real-time traffic updates, active steering, adaptive cruise control,
keyless startup known as Comfort Access , three-stage heated seats and satellite radio. You
can also replace the standard walnut interior accents with either light poplar or aluminum trim
at no additional cost. All i and xi models come with a 3. The i and xi models come with a heavily
modified version of this engine equipped with twin turbochargers and direct injection. Output is
an impressive hp and lb-ft of torque. A six-speed manual gearbox is standard across the board,
and a six-speed automatic with a manual mode is optional on all 3 Series models. Fuel economy
is above average, as rear-drive Bimmers return about 20 mpg in the city and close to 30 on the
highway. Standard safety equipment on the BMW 3 Series includes antilock disc brakes,
dynamic brake control, stability control, run-flat tires, front-seat side airbags and full-length side
curtain airbags. The 3 Series convertible lacks the side curtains but has a rollover protection
system. The stability control system integrates several features designed to improve braking
performance, such as periodically wiping the brake rotors when the windshield wipers are in
use wet brakes don't stop too well and snugging the pads to the rotors when the driver lifts off
the throttle, which increases brake responsiveness. Rear parking sensors are optional on all 3

Series cars. In NHTSA crash tests, the four-door cars earned four out of five stars for
frontal-impact safety and five stars for side-impact safety. In IIHS tests, the four-doors earned a
"Good" rating the best possible for their protection of occupants in frontal-offset and
side-impact crashes. There's no going wrong with either of the engines available in the BMW 3
Series. The standard, normally aspirated engine is a little light on low-end torque, but it moves
the car around smartly and provides slightly better mileage. The new twin-turbo engine provides
the kind of acceleration formerly associated with the high-performance M3, launching the i
coupe and sedan to 60 mph in close to 5 seconds flat. No matter which model you choose, the 3
Series' world-class suspension, steering and brakes will provide hours of entertainment on
twisty two-lane highways. Beyond simply feeling rock-solid when hustled around turns, this car
communicates with the driver in a manner that inspires confidence no matter what kind of
driving you're doing. At the same time, the 3 Series is an ideal long-distance cruiser, delivering
both a comfortably controlled ride and a quiet cabin environment. The 3 Series interiors provide
a restrained show of luxury. The emphasis, through items such as supportive seats and clean
analog gauges, is on driver comfort and involvement. Materials are high in quality and build
quality is exceptional; indeed, even the standard leatherette upholstery looks and feels better
than one would expect. The front seats have enough firm support to ward off fatigue during a
day's worth of driving, while the rear seats are adequately roomy for adults on shorter trips and
plenty accommodating for children. Trunk space is average in sedans and coupes, while the
wagon offers a maximum cargo capacity of 61 cubic feet. The convertible offers a reasonable
cargo hold when the hardtop is up, but it shrinks considerably when the top is lowered. There
are several reasons why the new BMW i Convertible has been built with a retractable hardtop
instead of a conventional cloth top. Most of them are practical but boring, like security and wind
noise. We don't remember doing much hopping around with the last 3 Series convertible , but
we know what he means. Then Dirndorfer describes the drip moldings on the new top as "the
perfect accessories, like an elegant woman's handbag," and we're thinking he's going a little too
deep into the whole "elegance" thing. Lost in translation We can see why Dirndorfer felt the
urge to take his "elegance" metaphor a little too far. The new i convertible is an attractive mix of
complex engineering and fine design. With the top up, the convertible's roof line is nearly
identical to that of the coupe. Unless you look carefully at the cut lines of the hardtop and the
distinctive angle where the rear glass meets the deck lid, you would never be able to tell the
convertible apart from a standard 3 Series coupe. Although built from lightweight steel, the
hardtop's three folding panels don't make the structure of the car any more rigid when the top is
deployed. This chore is accomplished by chassis reinforcements built into the floorpan and rear
bulkhead. This additional structure, plus the hardtop and its operating mechanism, pads on
pounds to the 3,pound i coupe for a total of 4, pounds. In order to maintain optimal front-to-rear
weight distribution, plastic quarter panels are used up front. Go ahead and mark this as the only
time BMW will ever draw technical inspiration from Saturn. No-compromise convertible With
percent-larger side windows, BMW says overall rearward visibility has been increased by 38
percent. After a few hours behind the wheel we're percent sure it's easier to see out of the i
convertible than its rag-top predecessor. In fact, when you're in the driver seat, the convertible
feels nearly identical to the coupe. Headroom isn't compromised and the interior headliner fits
perfectly without any exposed hardware. When it's time to drop the roof, you can pull the short
lever mounted on the center console between the seats, or you can even use a switch on the
key fob if you're standing beside the car. It takes all of 22 seconds on the way down and 23 ticks
on the way up, so the hardtop easily passes the stoplight test. Good thing, too, as the top won't
work on the move since the rear deck obscures the license plate as it opens up. This is a
federally mandated restriction, we're told. Tricky top If you've ever seen a card dealer cut a deck
with one hand, you have an idea of what the Edscha-engineered hardtop looks like as it retracts
and is stowed beneath the rear deck. The front piece slides over the middle panel, while the
back piece goes on top. Then the steel sandwich stacks itself neatly under the deck lid, leaving
a perfectly crisp profile from the car's nose to its tail. BMW's designers specifically pointed out
that the low beltline of the new convertible keeps the backseat from feeling like a deep-sided,
leather-lined hot tub, as with most convertibles. They're right, because the view from the
backseat is great, but legroom is in short supply and the hardtop mechanism pushes the
backrest slightly forward. Cargo room is also down a bit due to the complex top. The Still, this is
more cargo volume than the Volvo C70 , the only other hardtop in the class. An enlarged cargo
pass-through for the rear-seat backrest is a new option for a BMW convertible. It's about twice
the width of the standard pass-through behind the armrest cutout, although the rear seatback
has to be folded down to take advantage of it. It's big enough to swallow a set of golf clubs, but
you're better off taking your SUV to the course instead. Taking the edge off The twin-turbo,
horsepower 3. BMW claims this new convertible with its six-speed manual transmission will

accelerate to 60 mph 5. We think the optional six-speed automatic is the better setup for this
car, though. This new ZF-engineered transmission makes very quick, precisely timed shifts in
the automatic mode, and shift paddles mounted on the steering wheel let you shift manually. It's
interesting that a company known for offering manual gearboxes in nearly all of its models has
introduced an automatic so good that it nearly makes a stick shift seem obsolete. The
convertible's structural reinforcements prove their worth on the road, because there's zero cowl
shake and no noticeable flex in the body either. BMW says this convertible has the highest
torsional rigidity of any convertible in its history, and we can tell you that it drives that way.
Meanwhile, air turbulence in the cockpit is well controlled, too, especially with the rear-seat
wind blocker in place. Push this car hard on the road and it feels like the convertible has been
dialed back one notch compared to the coupe. There's a bit less road feel and the car makes
slower transitions from turn to turn. It invites you to thrash it in the same way as the 3 Series
coupe does. Sure, there are convertibles like the Audi A4 cabriolet , Mercedes-Benz CLK and
Volvo C70, but none of them put together hp, a retractable hardtop and a stiff, driver-oriented
chassis all in one package like the BMW. Factor in all that elegance, and it's not even close.
Edmunds attended a manufacturer-sponsored event, to which selected members of the press
were invited, to facilitate this report. Available styles include i 4dr Sedan 3. Doing so could save
you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership
sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and
where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used
car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you
have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports,
read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used BMW 3 Series. Is it better
to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to
go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly
payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand,
can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone
who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Costs more than most
competitors, not much interior storage space. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all
for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. The BMW 3 Series coupe returns for with a
twin-turbocharged six-cylinder engine and a sleek new body that puts more aesthetic distance
between it and the sedan. Rated for horsepower, that twin-turbo engine also finds its way to the
BMW 3 Series sedan line, where the i becomes the i but still displaces an even 3. Now rated for
hp, base 3 Series coupes, sedans and wagons are renamed i and, when equipped with all-wheel
drive, xi. Note that the coupe and wagon can be had in both rear-drive and AWD configurations
this year. Equipment changes include a lengthened four-year subscription to BMW Assist
telematics on cars with the Premium Package and real-time traffic updates on models with the
navigation system. Midway through the model year, BMW introduces a redesigned 3 Series
convertible with a retractable hardtop, and an all-wheel-drive xi sedan. Read more. Write a
review See all reviews. Plastic engine parts - really? This is apparently common for these
models after 60K. Mine had 76K and was regularly serviced at the dealer. In my case, oil leaked
onto the ignition coils, causing the engine to misfire. Unbelievable that the 'ultimate driving
machine' uses plastic on a part that is subject to such heat. I have owned 2 i sedans. Fun and
fast. Door locks fixed under warranty. Turbo wastegates fixed under warranty. Fuel pump
defective and replaced at no charge due to recall. Tires can't be rotated with sport pkg so need
new tires frequently. Michelin sport tires are the best tires, a little more expensive but worth it.
Cupholder broken still havent fixed. Read less. I just bought recently i with 71K on it and as for
6 year old car the condition of it is excellent. I am very satisfied with its interior and exterior
design, the car has great performance. As for the Coupe the car is extremely reliable and
Comfort. I don't know why people complain about its comfort and build quality because it is a
performance car and what do you expect when you buy a used Beamer? So everything depends
on what life the car lived. Dinan Tuned i Convertible. I love my Dinan Tuned twin turbo
convertible! I am the 2nd owner and bought a BMW that was maintained very well under
extended warranty by the first owner. That includes a fuel pump, fuel injectors, water pump and
twin turbos. I flew in one way to LA to pick up my BMW after evaluating Carfax report and
service records that the previous owner provided and verifying that BMW dealership replaced
all important parts including HPFP, all fuel injectors, both turbos, water pump, thermostat, oil
filter housing gasket, oil pan gasket, intake manifold gasket, oil cooler gasket, spark plugs, front
control arm bushings, front tie rod assembly and other misc. Don't buy salvage BMW's either most have odometer rolled back and are in poor mechanical shape. Good luck! Write a review.
Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS

Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 5 average
Rating out of 2 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the 3 Series. Sign Up. Make Model Year. Price
and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Audio Input. We'll
introduce you to all the affordable trim models available, getting you behind the wheel of your
top choices. Our finance department can explore your loan options, providing you with
assistance if need be, so make your way over from Neptune, NJ to our Eatontown location.
Powered by an exceptional 3. This Rear Wheel Drive offers you excellent handling and near
29mpg on the open road while accentuated by sleek alloy wheels, a sunroof, and a bold grille.
Step inside our i and prepare to be impressed with keyless entry, comfortable leather bucket
seating, woodgrain trim, remote trunk release, steering wheel audio controls, and a speaker
sound system with an auxiliary input jack. With multi-zone climate control, heated mirrors, and
power accessories, you will be at ease with every drive! This i from BMW is packed full of safety
features to give you peace of mind. Impact sensors with a post-collision safety system, plenty
of airbags, ABS, and child safety locks are all included to make sure you and your family are
secure as you drive in style. Print this page and call us Now All our Vehicles undergo a
thorough Safety and Mechanical inspection prior to being offered for sale by local certified
mechanics and necessary repairs are completed. A copy of our inspection report is published
online in our vehicle photos. Limits of Liability apply. Service Contracts are available on most
cars also at competitive rates. Trades are welcomed. Come in and bid to get crazy deals! Come
during the week or early Saturday to sit in, start up, and inspect the vehicles before you bid.
Gates open at 9AM. You can even test drive this car to your own mechanic for inspection on
weekdays Mon-Fri. Its transmission and Gas I6 3. Recent Arrival! Don't want to come to the
dealership to make a purchase? Don't worry, we will deliver to you with complimentary delivery
within miles! Call us today to schedule your VIP appointment or if you have any questions at all.
We look forward to earning your business! This BMW 3 Series 2dr i features a 3. It is equipped
with a 6 Speed Automatic transmission. It is covered by a limited warranty. Price does not
include a charge for 0. Sport Package and the Premium Package!! Convertible HardTop!! Expect
a relaxed, family-centered atmosphere that is committed to your satisfaction when you visit
Tucson Subaru. Our Sales Team is the most knowledgeable, personable, and enjoyable in the
industry. We listen to your needs and treat our customers with respect and appreciation in a
honest and straightforward manner. Tucson Subaru offers a dedicated Internet Sales
Department that allows you the ability to select your vehicle, negotiate a competitive price, and
arrange for aggressive financing or lease alternatives - all in a friendly, hassle-free environment
without ever leaving the comfort of your home or office. We promise the easiest car purchase
you have ever made. We do not take personal checks or credit cards! At Kuni BMW we take a
tremendous amount of pride in the relationships we develop with our clients. The philosophy at
Kuni BMW has always been to hire the most dedicated, professional, and knowledgeable staff
possible. Sale price may include any or all applicable offers. We have been in business for 26
years. We are not going anywhere. Our customers become part of our family. We actually make
the car buying experience relaxing and fun for you! We have been in business over 26 years and
our customers are our 1 priority! Need to finance your next vehicle? We can help! We work with
various lenders to assure you get the best possible terms! Need to protect your investment? No
worries, we have several warranty options to help with costly repairs. We sell Total
Exclusionary Warranties- which is what the franchised dealerships sell. As a pre-owned vehicle,
certain items such as floor mats, additional keys, fobs, manuals, etc might have been misplaced
by previous owners. We have no control over this and apologize for any confusion this may
cause when searching for your vehicle on our web site. We are proud to present this BMW i. The
BMW i is powered by a 3. BMW is known for their flagship 3 series models that have been
setting the standards in its class for decades. To schedule your test drive, please call or text
Sea-Auto Sales at This BMW 3 Series i has a 3. It is the customer's sole responsibility to verify
the existence and condition of any equipment listed. The dealership is not responsible for
misprints on prices or equipment. It is the customer's sole responsibility to verify the accuracy
of the prices with the dealer. Pricing subject to change without notice. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for
sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and
Payment Loan Price. Engine Type Gas 4, Hybrid Diesel Cylinders 4 cylinders 4, 6 cylinders Fuel
Economy. Electric Range 20 mi 30 mi. Electric Range. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added
listings. Listings with recent price drops. Price Drop. No accidents. Check Availability. Frame
damage. New Listing. Close Hyman Bros. Showing 1 - 18 out of 8, listings. Overall Consumer
Rating. Plastic engine parts - really? This is apparently common for these models after 60K.
Mine had 76K and was regularly serviced at the dealer. In my case, oil leaked onto the ignition
coils, causing the engine to misfire. Unbelievable that the 'ultimate driving machine' uses

plastic on a part that is subject to such heat. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have
either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe
or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles
from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of
getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX
has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks
"Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars?
Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better
purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular
blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring
types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage
fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an
impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American
used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car?
CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the service history of a
car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.
So, what is that light on your dashboard? The following are warning lights and indicators found
in vehicles built by BMW. Click a link to learn more about each one. They are roughly ordered by
importance, which tends to be by color red, amber, yellow, orange, green, blue, gray , but there
are over 50 of them so be patient! Remember that only proper service and repair procedures will
ensure the safe and reliable operation of your car. These posts are for information sharing
purposes only, and should not be used in lieu of an OEM service manual or factory authorized
service procedure. We are not in the auto repair business nor do we publish automotive service
manuals. Nothing we include on these pages and posts has been reviewed, approved or
authorized by any vehicle manufacturer. Technology is always changing and what is current
and accurate today may be literally out-of-date and inaccurate tomorrow. And when it comes to
the current state of flux in the auto industry, nothing is more true. Made with by Graphene
Themes. Toggle search form Search for:. Toggle navigation DashboardSymbols. Search for:.
Charge system trouble indicator -- click for more. Brake trouble indicators -- click for more. Park
brake indicator -- click for more. Oil warning lights -- click for more. Engine temperature
indicator -- click for more. Seat belt reminder -- click for more. Air bag warning indicator -- click
for more. Security indicator -- click for more. Door ajar indicator -- click for more. Service interal
due or past -- click for more. Check control message -- click for more. Engine malfunction
indicator -- click for more. Engine electronics malfunction indicator -- click for more. Low brake
pad indicator -- click for more. Anti-lock brake system fault indicator -- click for more. Electronic
brake force distribution indicator -- click for more. Tire pressure monitor indicator -- click for
more. Low coolant warning indicator -- click for more. Check gas cap indicator -- click for more.
Stability control indicator -- click for more. Dynam
2013 ford escape brochure
1965 ford trucks
2009 honda civic stereo wiring diagram
ic stability control indicators -- click for more. Stability control off indicator -- click for more.
Dynamic traction control indicator -- click for more. Transmission or drivetrain trouble indicator
-- click for more. Steerng trouble indicator -- click for more. Frost warning indicator -- click for
more. Low fuel indicator -- click for more. Low washer fluid indicator -- click for more. Automatic
brake hold indicator -- click for more. MDM Indicator -- click for more. Lane keeping indicators -click for more. Collision warning indicator -- click for more. Pedestrian detected indicator -- click
for more. Adaptive cruise control indicators -- click for more. Cruise control indicator -- click for
more. Park distance control -- click for more. Lamp out indicator -- click for more. Fog lamps
activated-- click for more. Automatic high beam indicator -- click for more. Park lamps on
indicator -- click for more. Turn signal indicator -- click for more. High beam indicator -- click for
more.

